
O.J. KINNANE

Solicitor
298 Allan Street.

Kyabram, Victoria, 3620

Phone (03) 58521-522
Fax: (03) 5852 3931
Mob. O4O8 55 44 90

e-mai l: cj ko@bi Spond.com

25 August, 2011

The General Manager,
Adjudication Branch
Australian Competition &
Consumer Commission.
GPO Box 31 31
CANBERRA... ACT... 2601

Dear Sir.

EXPRESS POST

Attention: Dr. Richard Ghadwick

Re: Application for an Authorisation by the Victorian Farmers Federation (Horticulture Group -

I refer to previous correspondence, particularly recent e-mails with your project Officer, John
Rouw of your Melbourne Office.

I now enclose:-

1. Application for Authorisation, duly signed for the applicant by Murray Lanyon as
Executive officer of the Australian Processing fomáto Growêrs' branch oí g'" Victorian
Farmer's Federatio 23 August, ZOj j.2. Copy of letter from & Conéumer Commission, dated 22
August, 2011 grant ion fees in this matter.

Please advise me of your further requirements, in due course.

Yours faithfully,

CHRIS KINNANE

2.6 AU6 2r1t

FILE No:

MARSIPRISM:
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Contact Officer: John Rouw
Contact Phone: (03)9290 1402

)'l,August20ll

Bruce Weeks
Chainnan - Australian Processing Tomato Growers

Australian
Competition
Consumer
Commission

PO Box 625
MOAMA NSW 2731

Dear Mr Weeks

Bv email: mvlanyon@bigpond.com
cjko@bigpond.com

Fee waiver request

I refer to your letter dated t2 July 201I to the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission (ACCC), received on 8 August20ll In your ietter you have requested that the
ACCC grant a fee waiver in respect of a proposed application for authorisation from the
Australian Processing Tomato Growers Group (APTG),

In support of your request, among other things, you submitted that:

o The applicant, APTG, is a branch of the Victorian Farmers Federation Horticulture Group
and the VFF is a not-for-profit organisation

o Processing-tomato growers have sufferecl severe income losses over recent times. due to
drought and then floods, which caused substantial crop losses.

Hlving regarcl to the above, as a person authorised to assess fee waiver requests for and on
behalf of the ACCC, I wish to advise that the application fee to be paid by ApTG has been
waived in whole. No application fee will apply with respect to the application for
authorisation to be lodged by ApTG.

This decision will remain in force for a period of three months. The th¡ee month period will
expire on 22 Novernber 201L

A copy of this letter should accompany the application for authorisation to be lodged by
APTG. The cover letter to the application should rnention that a letter from the 6-CCC
regarding a fee waiver is enclosect with the application. The application together with this
letter will be placed on the public register at ihat time,

If the application for authorisation is lodged by APTG after 22November 201 1, a full
application fee of $7500 will apply, unless a subsequent request for a fee waivei is made and
ultimately approved by the ACCC,
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Form B

Com monwealth of Australia

Competition and Consumer Act 2O7O - subsections 88 (1A) and (I)
AGREEMENTS AFFECTING COMPETITION OR INCORPORATING REI.ATED CARTEL

PROVISIONS: APPLTCATTON FOR AUTHORTSATTON

To the Australian competition and consumer commission:
Application is hereby made under subsection(s) 88 (14y88 (1) of the compe tition and consumer Act2070 for an authorisation:

o To make a contract or arrangement, or arrive at an understanding, a provision of which would
be, or might be, a caftel provision within the meaning of Division I of part lV of that Act (other
than a provision which would also be, or might also be, an exclusionary provision within the
meaning of the Act).

o To give effect to a provision of a contract, arrangement or understanding that is, or may be, a
cartel provision within the meaning of Division 1 of Part lV of that Act (õther than a próvision
whichisalso,ormayalsobe,anexclusionaryprovisionwithinthemeaningofthe Act).

o To make a contract or arrangement, or arrive at an understanding, a provision of which would
have the purpose, or would or might have the effect, of substañtially lessening competition
within the meaning of part lV of that Act.

o To give effect to a provision of a contract, arrangement or understanding which provision has
the purpose, or has or may have the effect, of substantially lessening competition within the
meaning of part lV of that Act.

(Strike out whichever is not appticabte)

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM

1,. Applicant

(a) Name of Applicant:
(Refer to direction 2)
Victorian Farmers Federation - Horticulture Group - Australian ProcessingTomato Growers, branch.

(b) Short description of business carried on by applicant:
(Refer to direction 3)

The Applicant is an association of tomato growers situated in northern vÍctorÍa.

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on the applicant:

Australian processing Tomato Growers
P.O. Box 625,
MOAMA... New South Wales... 2731
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Contract, arrangement or u nderstandi ng

Description of the contract, arrangement or understanding, whether proposed or actual, for
which authorisation is sought:
(Refer to direction 4)

The contract or arrangement or understanding for which authorisation is sought is aproposed contract or arrangement or understanding.

ln particular the proposal is for an agreement for the supply of tomatoes by an association
of tomato growers and for the purchaèe of those tomatoes by a processor.

Description of those provisions of the contract, arrangement or understanding described at2 (a)that are, or would or might be, cartel provisions,ãr that do, or would or might, have theeffect of su bsta ntia I ly lessen i ng com petiti on :
(Refer to direction 4)

The provisions of the proposed contract that may offend the provisions of part lV of theCompetition and Consumer Act,2Oi:O arei
(i) the fixing of conditions and provisions of a proposed contract (including the fixing of aprice) for the supply of tomatoes for processing and which it is pìoposedlhould apply toall members of the Australian Tomato Growersibranch; (A cartei provision)

(ii) The fixing of conditions and provisions of a proposed contract (includÍng the fixing of aprice) for the supply of tomatoes for processing by way of coltectiie bartaining .

(Íii) The fixing of conditions and provisions of a proposed contract which contaín or mayrestrict the area of land that may be used for production (restrictin! output).

No .part of the proposed contract, arrangement or understanding has been reduced towriting.

The principal terms and conditions of the proposed contract and arrangement will cover thefollowing topics:-

Partie^s - Formal agreementþr the sale and purchase of processing tomatoes - Grower to grow
specified (contracted) tonnage on specffied area and geosraphicaliocation -Processor ources _
Processor
Area to be processor -qu ibit the we of certain chemìcals

to requirements of processor _
on

se tomatoes grown in excess ofcontracted tonnage at agreed prices -
of tomatoes -

Provisions regarding sub-standard tomatoes _
Provisions as to paryent -
Wen title passes to Processor and risk of loss or damage _

(a)

(b)

Ver:5:23/8/tt 3/-
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(continued)

Force Majeure provisions -
Provisions as to ownership and similar warranties-
Dispute resolution procedures -
Schedule of details (e.g. Crop area -tonnage -weekly deliveries schedule - price to be paid per tonne -
Charges for harvesting and transport - deductions to be made þr industry levies etc. --Schedule of
technical details including down grading characteristics and characteristics leading to total re¡ection
etc).

(c) Description of the goods or serv¡ces to which the contract, arrangement or understanding
(whether proposed or actual) relate:

Field grown tomatoes for processing.

(d) The term for which authorisation of the contract, arrangement or understanding (whether
proposed or actual) is being sought and grounds support¡ng this period of authorisãtion:

The period of authorisation sought is five (5) years. This period is, approximately, onehalf of
the period which coincides with cycles of structural change. At the end of each period of 1O
years, fundamental changes in the industry can be expected to have occurred. A period of
five years will allow time for the efficacy of the authorisation to be assessed on the basis of
increased efficiency and the expected public benefits.

3. Parties to the proposed arrangement

(a) Names, addresses and descriptions of business carried on by other parties or proposed
part¡es to the contract or proposed contract, arrangement or understanding:

The names and other particulars of those persons, corporations or entities that are
members of the Australian Tomato Growers Association are more particularly set out in part
A of the "Schedule of Parties to the proposed contract or arrangement" and attached
hereto.

(b) Names, addresses and descriptions of business carried on by parties and other persons on
whose behalf this application is made:
(Refer to direction 5)

The names and other particulars of those persons, corporations or entities that are tomato
growers but are not members of the Australian Tomato Growers Association are more
particularly set out in Part B of the "schedule of Parties to the proposed contract or
arrangement" and attached hereto.

4. Public benefit claims

(a) Arguments in support of authorisation: (Refer to direction 6)

1'. The proposed authorisation will allow greater opportunity for individual growers to provide
input into contract terms and conditions and result in more balanced añd mutually beneficial
commercial outcomes.

ver:G 3o/5/!! "4/-
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(a)Arguments in support of authorisation:

2. The proposed AuthorisatÍon will provide savings and result in greater administrative efficiency
in the negot¡ation of annual contracts between growers and processor.

3. The proposed Authorisation will allow individual growers to have greater access to industry
information and to set benchmarks by sharing of information.

4. The proposed Authorisation will assist to retain a pool of financially viable of tomato growers.

5. The proposed Authorisation will provide financial stability.

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims:

Present arrangements require that each grower receive, consider, negotiate and conclude a
contract with the tomato processor. This is undertaken each year, as contracts are awarded on an
annual basis. Contract negotiations are initiated by the processor. The grower anticipates making
a contract with the processor on the basis of the successful conclusion of the prior year's contract.
The processor drafts the contract. A timely conclusion of contract negotiations is hignty desirable.

Preparation of land for planting commences in April when the growers works the land, spreads
fertilizers and other additives to the land as well as laying undérground irrigation piping and
installing irrigation dripper systems. The grower then places orders for tomato plants at
specialised plant nurseries. The growing period ceases in the following March, when mature fruit
is harvested.

The ideal date for concluding an annual contract is before the land is prepared. The grower wants
to know that he can obtain a contract at a price which will be viable. In practice, coniract
negotiations are concluded with individual growers in late November or December in each year. By
this date, the farmer has invested hundreds of thousands of dollars in the expectation of receiving
a contract. Normally, a contract is offered, if the grower has supplied the processor, previously.
New entrants to the processing tomato industry are rare. The focus of the growers' negotiatiòns is
just to obtain a contract. Little, if any, time is available to fully negotiate the terms and conditions
ofthe contract.

The most ímportant conditions of a grower's contract are price and quantity. Other conditions
deal with matters such as the type of tomato seedlings, payments for premium quality tomatoes,
payments for excess tomatoes, deductions or rejections for sub-standard tomatoes and such like.

Contracts are the same as the prior year's contract with minimal changes. The processor's local
manager and senior staff hold meetings of growers to outline their requirements. These meetings
provide an opportunity for growers to raise matters of concern. However, insufficient time is
devoted to in depth discussions regarding the tomato processing industry in general and contract
terms and condítions, in particular. Discussions are always rushed. Liflé, if aiy, discussion takes
place regarding the cost of inputs to the grower or to the processor .

This is not good. The industry (growers and processors) need to look beyond the present season
and look five to ten years ahead so that plans can þe made, accordingly.

Yer6 3O/5/It
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From the grower's viewpoint contract negotíations:-

I are not timely in that they are conducted long after the grower is financially committed to
the processor, when any chance of meaningful negotiations has passed;

' lack any meaningful discussion as to the cost of inputs to the grower; or the proce5¡sor

' lack any discussion as to the long term future of the industry and therefore, a lack of
financial planning based on industry knowledge and projections;

I are hurried and do not allow and opportunity to make mutual improvements to contract
terms, conditÍons and initiatives.

The growers believe that the proposed Authorisation will result in better negotiations that benefit
both Srowers and the processor. The elected officers of the Association w¡tinolO delegated
authority to represent the growers in all matters, including the negotiation of contract terms and
conditions on their behalf.

This is likely to result in (amongst other things) annual contracts being concluded much earlier
than at present because:-

' A committee of 2 - 3 members will initiate contract negotiat¡ons early in each year. A small
size of the committee should result in timely negotiations as they will be authorized to
conclude negotiations without further reference to members. This will save the time
involved in organizing and holdÍng growers meetings which often do not achieve much. lt is
difficult to find convenient dates and times for meetings with all growers (particularly at
short notice). There are always some growers who cannot attend. This leads to
frustration, delays and inefficiencies. A small committee holding appropriate authorities
from members should result in a streamlined negotiating process.

' The committee anticipate meeting with processors more frequenfly during the whole of the
year (instead of that part of the year immediately prior to executing suppty contracts). As a
result growers and processors should be better informed in their dealings as the parties
promote a "whole industry" approach to their dealings. Amongst other things, better and
more informed communication should result in more informed and accurate
"benchmarking" so that growers will know how they compare with growers in other parts of
the world.

' The committee will endeavor to reach agreement with the processors as to standard
terms and conditions (which should not require negotiation each year) leaving only price
and technical specifications to be settled, annually again saving time and effort;

' The committee will set itself the task of becoming beüer informed in respect of matters
pertaining to the whole industry (not only growing) including Ínternational pricing trends,
international competition and market expectations for sale of processed tomato products.
The committee will carry out research during each year in an effort to make growers better
informed as to markets, production in competitor countries (particularly as affected by
annual climatic conditÍons); demands and trends both domestically and internationally and
such like. This will ensure that growers' expectations are realistic.

' The committee will also set itself the task of becoming better informed about technical and
scientific developments and innovations as a means of increasing growing (productive)
effíciency.

veri 6 3O/5/tI 6/
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Each committee member will be requíred as a pre-requisite for appointment, to have
sufficient time to ensure that negotiations with the processor are a priority task; and

The Authorisation sought should encourage more experienced members with sufficient
time (ideally, retired growers) to represent the members in their dealings with theprocessor. The grower's representatives should be the best informeo õr all the growers.
The committee's dealings with the processor will cover the full spectrum of all matters that
the growers and processors need to discuss including technical developments trends in
marketing, consumption and competition from oversãas processors, as well as contract
negotiations. To do this, committee members will be required to conduct research and topursue knowledge which is not normally, part of a grower's field of knowledge (e.g.
international market trends);

Communication between committee members and other growers can be more efficienly
dealt with through the Assocíation rather than the existing contact between individual
growers and processors which is, at present, irregular, infiequent and ineffective.

In these ways' the Authorisation should result in the growers having more time to
concentrate on the task to which they are best suited, namely, tne ãfficient production of
tomatoes.

The terms and conditions of the proposed contract between growers and processors must, of
necessity, follow similar lines.

By the time the processor has negotiated with 20 or more growers, it,s approach is well
considered and much practised. Nonetheless, it is, clearly, much more efficientto negotiate onlyonce' The savings in time alone are considerable. The sáme applies from the grower,s viewpoint.
For example, if two hours is allotted to the negotiat¡on with each grower then the time taken forthe processor is 60 hours and the same for thl growers, a total of L2O man hours. By
comparison, an Authorisation permitting collective bargaining would result in savings of 116
hours, in the example.

Growing of tomatoes for processing requires skill and knowledge. The proposed contract
arrangements with processors provide incentives by way of a¿ðitional payments for tomatoes ofpremium quality. Conversely, deductions are made for undesirable qualities in the fruit, such asminimal soluble solids.

lmproving quality only comes through knowledge. The growing of tomatoes is becoming moretechnical and scientifíc. A grower needs to know improvãments that occur in other parts of theworld but is hard pressed to acquire thÍs knowledge, on his own. Growers belong to the AustralianProcessing Tomato Growers' Association for the prrpose of sharing and acquiring knowledge.
Growers travelling overseas pass on the information gleaned to other members.

The Authorisation will provide the incentive for the Association to become more professional andto accelerate the spread of knowledge to growers through regular meetings.

Yer:6 3O/5/tt 7/



information and to set benchmarks by sharing information. (continued)

It should also encourage the Association committee to have more frequent meetings with the
processors to speedily respond to market trends and changes in product requirements.

A voluntary levy is made to support the work of the Australian Processing Tomato Research
Council which conducts research and development into the growing of processing tomatoes. The
Australian Processing Tomato Research Council is affiliated with the World Processing Tomato
Grower's Council. The payment of the voluntary levy is supported, unanimously, by members of
the Association.

The timely dissemination of technical information and initiatives is essentíal if the Australian
tomato processing industry is to maintain its competitiveness against other growers, particularly
from overseas competition. This aim can be better achieved by growers belonging to an industry
group such as the Australian Processing Tomato Grower's Association. The Authorisation will
encourage the Association to become more professional and more skilled as it is better able to
represent the needs of growers. lf the Association becomes more professional, it will, in turn
encourage most growers to belong to the Association because of the benefits it provides. The
public benefit provided by the Authorisation is a more professional, responsive and better
informed association of growers continually seeking improvements and efficiencies and passing
on those efficiencies.

The greatest threat to competition in the tomato processing industry is the declining numbers of
growers. Not only do growers have to contend with the vagaries of Nature (such as the recent
floods in northern Victoria, following more than a decade of drought) but also the releniless
increase in the cost of inputs.

Growers appreciate that the Australian tomato processors must remain competitive against
overseas products. lt would profit the growers little if the Australian processÍng industry should
fail. Then they would have no-one to sell their produce to. The growers believe that to succeed
they must ensure that their industry is as efficient as it can be. The growers sponsor and promote
research. They adopt every improvement that leads to efficiency in the industry.

The proposed Authorisation will promote efficiency in the industry. lt will do this by maintaining
financial viability. lt can do this by talking to the processors. Both parties can acquire knowledfe
of the other's problem areas and can adapt to solve those problems. Through maintaining
financial viability and better training and knowledge, it is possible to encourage new growers into
the industry. All growers have an incentive to ensure that new growers enter the industry. The
greater the numbers of producers, the better the chances of competing against imports. All of the
costs (whether research and development; importing of technically superircr machÍnery;
dÍssemination of information) must be shared by the growers. Thegreater the number of growers,
the less the indivídual burden and the greater incentive to seek efficiencies through research and
development. Once the number of growers falls below a 'critical mass'the industry will fail.

The Authorisation will result in greater productive effìciency because the grower will have
confidence in negotiations with proce$sors and will allocate more resources to production. The
Authorisation will also improve altocative efficiency in that growers will be in a position to balance
available land, water, borrowings and other inputs against a known price much earlier than if they
had to individually negotiate with the processors.

Ver630/5/t! 8/
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5. The proposed Authorisation will proyide financial stability- (Continued)

Each grower has the incentive to grow as many tomatoes as possible because the bigger the crop,
the more the profit. Growers appreciate the benefits of economies of scale. They are continually
searching for productive efficiency . Embracing the results of industry funded Research and
Development; purchasing of more efficient machinery with greater capacity and in general, looking
for every means of reducing costs is the principal means open to growers to become more
efficiency. Authorisation for collective barga¡ning is another means by which costs can be reduced
and growers can become more professional at their job.

Collective bargaining is not likely to lead to a lessening of competition. Growers need to remain
financially víable. lf they can't then there is no industry. Collective bargaining will assist by
ensuring that the grower is paid a fair amount for his produce. The grower also knows, however,
that undue demands are likely to result in dominance of imported product and the absolute
demise of the Australian tomato processing industry. That constraint will, always, ensure that any
collective bargaining is responsibly conducted. lmprovements can only be obtained by working,
hand in hand with processors. Growers need to become more professional and the Authorisatíon
is an important tool in taking the growing industry into an era where they need to consider their
industry, from an international perspective. This cannot happen unless the grower's Association
is empowered to conduct negotiations and strengthen its contact with processors.

5. Market definition

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services described at 2 (c) are
supplied or acquired and other affected markets including: significant suppliers and acquirers;
substitutes available for the relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition
o! the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions):
(Refer to direction 7)

The target market or Significant Acquirers: The members of the Australian Tomato Grower's
Association are based in northern Victoria. The members supply field grown tomatoes for
processing to:

Cedenco Australia Pty. Ltd. (ACN 144 69b 867)
of 54 Cornelia Creek Road, (p.O. Box 81),

ECHUCA... Vic...3564

The Manager is: Mr. Jason Fritsch

Telephone: (03) 5482 0700 Fax (03) 5482 0701

E-mail: JasonF@cedenco.com.au www. Cedenco.com

cedenco is the most important processor of processing tomatoes.

Another acquirer of field grown tomatoes for processing is:

HEINZ AUSTRALIA

Curr Road,

GIRGARRE... Vic... 3624

Veri6 30/5/tt
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5. Market definition

This processor is believed to have, approximately, seven (7) growers that supply it with raw
materials for processing. Some of those growers are known to also supply Cedenco Pty. Ltd.

An announcement was made on or about Friday 27 May,2OLl by Heinz Australia that it in tends
to cease processing of tomatoes at its Girgarre plant situated in northern Victoria. This means that
Heinz Australia will not purchase tomatoes from growers, anywhere in Australia.

A further processor is SPC Ardmona Operations Limited. However, the growers believe that this
processor sources raw tomatoes from Cedenco Australia Pty. Ltd. SPC Ardmona Ltd. lt does not
appear to purchase any materials from growers. Contact details are:-

SPC Operations Ltd.

Andrew Fairley Avenue,

SH EPPARTON... Victoria... 3630

Telephone: O3 5833 3777 Facsimile: 03 58222t3í-

E-mai | : webmai l@spcardmona.com.au

No other processors situated within northern Victoria or, elsewhere are known to the Growers
Association. In recent times, processors were situated at Cowra (N.S.W); Leeton (N.S.W) and
Berri. (S.4.). All those processors have now ceased processing of raw materials. The Berri
processor normally purchased all of its raw material from APTGA members situated at Boort in
northern Victoria. The Leeton processor also purchased raw material from growers in the
Goulburn Valley of northern Victoria.

The cost of road freight is a significant cost component for growers and processors. As a result,
processing plants must be sited within the geographical area of northern Victoria, to remain
competitive.

Summary for Significant Acquirers: Following the announcement by Heinz Australia, there will only
þe one acquirer of field grown tomatoes, in Australia, namely Cedenco fty. Ltd. This means that
all of the market power to acquire tomatoes is held by one company.

Such a concentration of market power has the potential to distort the industry. Cedenco will be
the sole acquirer of all of the processing tomato crop. lt will be solely responsible for harvesting all
of the processing tomato crop. lt will be solely responsible for transporting all of the processing
tomato crop. (Harvesting and transpoft are two facets of contracts that Cedenco insists be carried
out by itself. Growers do not have any choice as to harvesting or transport). Cedenco also grows
for itself. The growers estimate that Cedenco grows about, half of its requirements for processing
tomatoes.

There is no doubt that the market power of Cedenco is already extremely powerful and with the
withdrawal of Heinz Australia as an acquirer is set to become a monopoly.

It seems to the growers that the Authorisation to the Australian Processing Tomato Grower's
Association is essential, if growers are to have any chance of balancing the dominance of
Cedenco Australia Ptv. Ltd.

Veti6 3j/5/tl
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5. Market definition (continued)

Significant suppliers: All of the significant suppliers of field grown tomatoes are members of the
Association and the names of such suppliers are set out in the Schedules attached to this Form.

Substitutes: There are no substitutes to field grown tomatoes for processing. Tomatoes are
grown, for this purpose, in many countries throughout the world. The Association believes that it is
impractical to import tomatoes, for processing, from any other geographical region (whether
interstate or from overseas) because of the cost of transporting a highly perishable commodity
with such weight. The only real substitute is the importation of processed and packaged tomato
products.

Restrictions on the supply or acquisition of field grown tomatoes: The only restrictions to the
acquisition or supply arise from the nature of tomatoes. Because tomatoes have a high water
content, they are heavy to transport. Transporting tomatoes from a distance may prove to be
prohibitive.

In addition, tomatoes must be harvested when they are suitably mature. This places time
constraints on harvesting and transport. lf harvesting is delayed or transport takes too long, the
fruit will be spoiled and unsuitable for processing. Furthermore, climate is another major pãint.
The warm climate of northern Victoria is well suited to tomato growíng. Cooler climates result in
less reliable harvests and greater overhead expenses. The irrigation area of northern Victoria is
the best suited to growing tomatoes.

6. Public detriments

(a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the authorisation, in particuf ar the
likely effect of the contract, arrangement or understanding, on the prices of the goods or services
described at 2 (c) and the prices of goods or services in other affected markets: (Refer to
direction 8)

lf the proposed Authorisation is granted, there is the possibility that competition between tomato
growers would be lessened. A collective agreement could lead to industry inefficiencies by
supporting inefficient growers. In so doing, new growers may be dissuaded from entering the
industry. This would be anti-competitive. On the other hand, the Association submits that the
proposed Authorisation is in the public interest because it will improve efficiency.

(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments:

(i) The
difference in the intensity or level of negotiations between growers and processors is unlikely to
change with collective bargaining. Extraneous factors restrain the ability of growers to change
those dynamics. Growers can only realistically expect to improve the situation and profitability by
seeking efficiencies.

(i) a. Those extraneous factors centre on the nature of the Grower/Processor relationship. ApTGA
members are well aware that their fortunes are tÍghtly bound to the competitiveness of the
processor. A processor produces products such as, tomato paste;tomato pulp and tomato bulk
for further processing. The growers supply the raw material. This only one link in the chain that
leads to the ultimate consumer. The end consumer is not concerned as to the individual steps
that result in the product.

Yer:6 3O/5/tt
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(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments:
(i) (Continued)

The greatest concern of the growers is to ensure that the processor remains nationally and
internationally competitive. This restrains the member's ability to obtaÍn higher prices from the
processor. The present high price of the AUS dollar compared with the U.S. dollar is an example
of the difficulties that are forced on Australian processors and which flow through to the growers.
This is a continuing and growing concern and highlights the symbiotic relationship between grower
and processor. The Authorisation should encourage growers to consider the competitiveness of
the processing tomato industry, as a whole and not just from the viewpoint as growers.

(i) b. Another factor is the geographical location of the growers. fn" pr"""nt growing location
appears to be the most beneficial soil/water/climate combination available anywhere in
Australia. Growers cannot relocate to some other place because this would decrease growing
efficiency and lessen the growers' viability. They cannot transfer business to another orocessor
because (with the announcement made by Heinz Australia)there will be no other processor in
Australia that purchases processing tomatoes from a grower. Therefore, most factors that would
normally increase competition between individual growers and the consumer (the processors)
are absent. This results in the growers having very little bargaining power. The Authorisation will
go some (l¡ttle) way to redressing this imbalance. A more equal bargaining position is healthy.

(i) c. An ímportant, factor which affects the negotiating powers of the growers is that Cedenco Ltd.
(through a subsidiary) also grows tomatoes which are processed in its Echuca, Victoria factory.
The subsidiary is. therefore. in direct competition with members. The scale of factory grown
tomatoes is, (the growers believe) approximately 50% (or, more) of the total tonnage supplied to
the factory. This competition is very significant and restricts the ability to seek higher prices. The
net result of this competition ís to force APTGA members to seek greater efficiencÍes. Thís
application is an example of that search.

(i) d. Another unusual factor in the processing industry relates to the harvesting of tomatoes and
to the transport of harvested tomatoes. Until 2003 individual growers harvested their
own tomatoes. (Traditionally, harvesting of annual crops - whether tomatoes, fruit or grain - has
been the responsibility of the grower).

From the viewpoint of the processing factory, those practices were inefficient in that large
volumes of tomatoes were delivered to the factory in a short period of time. The processing
factory was overwhelmed. In an effort to restrict deliveries and synchronise the capacity of the
factory to deal with the fruit, Cedenco undertook the harvesting and transoort of the qrower's
tomatoes. This is another extraneous factor that strongly binds the growers to the processor.

(ii) The numbers of supoliers (growers) and acquirers (orocessors) is small. processing plants
must be situated close to where tomatoes are grown. This, ín turn, location is dictated by climate
and irrigation facil ities.
costs involved in setting uo as a growers or processors. lt is important to note that, in the case of
supply to Cedenco Pty. Ltd. competition is promoted by the fact that the processor is also a grower
of disproportionate financial strength and capacity.

Yer:6 30/5/tt
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6. Public detriments

(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments (continued)

The opinions of Association members have been canvassed on this point. Universally, members
vhich they can delegate their negotiations to
nsure that negotiations are fair and properly
ne, if they wish to negotiate a different contract

(iv)
Ass The

dividualgrowers replaced by collectíve bargaining. The processors should benefit by negotiations being
conducted more efficienily and with more consistency.

(v) 
On the contrary, theAu 

en to negotiate
contract conditions and execute contracts. Furthermore, the processor will have a convenient and
expeditious manner of communicating with growers in that it will only have to contact the
Association instead of individual growers. In these ways, the processor should benefit from the
efficiency brought about by the Authorisation.

(vi) Growers are bound to processors. The proposal for the proposed Authorisation is not likely tohave any impact on the market for growing services. Growers are tighily bound to the onlyprocessors by geographical location of the processing plant and the economics of transport. The
Authorisation is not likely to either increase or decrease the market for growing services. The
most likely impact of the Authorisation is likely to be more efficient oeatr:ngs between growers andprocessors as well as providing an increased driving force for research anã development. It
should result in a better and more efficient ranner of disseminating information amongst growers
as well as encouraging feedback between growers and processors. In short, it will make thegrowers more professional and able to compete wíth overseas competition.

(i¡i) The Australian Tomato Grower's Association
is a erests of members. There is no element of

(vii) 
The Authorisation

sought would permit activities that may be in breach of the provisions of the Competition andConsu mer Act, 201 0 namely: -
- Ca¡1el activities;
- Col lective bargaín i ng ;
- Restricting output.

Each of these activities, generally, acts to lessen both competition and economic efficiency.The conditions of the proposed contract arrangements between members of the ApTGA andprocessors, however, will preserve or enhancJquality, efficiency 
"nà "orp"tition.

Partly, this will be achieve{ by appropriate contract conditions which provide incentives toproduce a higher quality of fruit. Some of the proposed arrangements are as foltows:-

Yer:5 23/85/tt 13/
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Proposed contract conditions which preserve or enhance quatitv:

a. Premium pavable for fruit of above average quality.
b. Inspection of fruit to identify imperfections etc;
c. Reiection of fruit that fails industry standard quality tests;
c. Reiection of fruit showing evidence of chemical contamination above prescribed

levels;
d. Refusal to harvest tomatoes in fields contaminated by weeds and extraneous vegetable

matter.

a. Total to¡naqe to be supplied and area for planting. (Production efficiency is promoted by
growing the maximum tonnage in the contracted area);
b. Purchase of excess tomatoes by the Processor. (Production efficiency is promoted by
agreement to purchase tomatoes ln excess of contracted tonnage on the contracted area i.e,
not to restrict production).

Proposed contract conditions which affect competition:

Conditions as to price. APTGA members believe that the base price for processed tomatoes is
dictated by international market competition in that consumers in Australia have access to
processed tomato products from China and other low cost economies. This also acts to put a lid
on the price that APTGA members may seek from the processor.

(viii) By virtue of
the small number of growers represented by the Association, any lessening of competÍtion is likely
to be extremely limited. The Association members, will only have one processor to supply
(Cedenco Australia Pty. Ltd.) after Heinz Australia ceases to purchase raw product from growers.
They are not, legally, bound to Cedenco but there is no one else in the marketplace to purchase
processing tomatoes. The ability of growers transferring to a different processor is soon to be
non-existent.. Only if another processor enters the market place will the growers have any choice
to whom they will sell. That is unlikely to happen because of competition from low cost overseas
suppliers. This is not an anti-competitive situation. Processor and grower are dependant upon
each other. A grower can choose to withdraw from the industry (whether temporarily or
permanently) and a processor can cease production (as has happened with Heinz Australia).
However, there is limited scope for the growers to pressure Cedenco. On the other hand, Cedenco
is a grower of considerable capacity and could, should the company choose to do so, grow all of
its own tomatoes. Both processor and grower must remain competitive against imports if the
tomato processing Índustry in northern Victoria is to remain financially viable.

This situation will ensure that any perceived increase in bargaining leverage as a result of the
proposed Authorisation will be balanced by the existing countervailing pressure to keep the
processor in business and to supply tomato products to end customers at a price which is
competitive with imports.

tler:6 3O/5/tt
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7. contract, arrangements or understandings in similar terms

This application for authorisation may also be expressed to be made in relation to other contracts,
arrangements or understandings or proposed contracts, arrangements or understandings, that
are or will be in similar terms to the abovementioned contract, arrangement or understanOing.

(a) ls this application to be so expressed?

No

(b) lf so, the following information is to be furnished:

(i) Description of any variations between the contracf, arrangement or understanding for which
authorisation is sought and those contracts, arrangements oiunderstandings that are"stated to be
in similar terms: (ReÍer to directíon 9)

Not appticable.

(ii) Where the parties to the similar term contract(s) are known - names, addresses and
descriptions of business carried on by those other parties:

Not known.

(iii) Where the parties to the similar term contract(s) are not known - description of the class of
business carried on by those possible parties:

Not known.

8. Joint Ventures

(a) Does this application deal with a matter relating to a joint venture (See section 4J of the
Competition and Consumer Act 2O7O)?

Not so far as the members of the Association are aware.

(b) lf so, are any other applications being made simultaneously with this application in relation
to thatjoint venture?

Not so far as the members of the Association are aware.

(c) lf so, by whom or on whose behalf are those other applications being made?

Not applicable.

9. Further information

(a) Name and address of person authorised by the applicant to provide additional information
in relation to this application:

Mr. Murray Lanyon,

(Executive officer of Australian Processing Tomato Growers branch)

P.O. Box 625 MOAMA... N.S.W...2731

(Email: mvlanyon@bigpond.com)

t5/-
ver:5 23/8/tL
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Dated 23 August, 201,1

Signed by/on behatf of the applicant

(Signature)

Murray Vincent l-ANyON

EXECUTIVE 0FFICER of the Australian Processing Tomato Growers' branch of the Horticulture Group
of the Victorian Farmers Federation.

Yer:5 23/8/tt L6/-
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AddENdUM tO FOTM B - AGREEMENTS AFFECTING COMPETITIoN oR INCoRPoRATING REI-ATED cARTEL
PROVISIONS: APPLTCATTON FOR AUTHORTSATTON

Competition and Consumer Act 2O70 - suþsections 88 (1A) and (I)

lN THE MATTER of an Application by Victorian Farmers Federation- Horticulture Group - Australian
Processing Tomato Growers' branch
Application No:

Schedule of Parties to the proposed contract or arrangement (Paragraph 3 (a) of the application)

Column 1: Name of person or entity proposing to deal
under prooosed contract or arrangement:

A.D. & V.R. Henry
R. J. & C. A. Stott (Stott Management Group)
Nomic Pty. Ltd.
L. E. Wakeman
G.D. & Y.C. Wolfe
D. & B. Weeks
Tydale Holdings pty. Ltd.
CITEM fty. Ltd.
s. & R. Hitl
F.S. & D.G. Rathjen
Restdown Farms fty. Ltd.
Pike Farms Pty. Ltd.
Mark Hill
B.W. & J. M. Ellis (Eilis farms)
Paul Monigatti (Macroom pastoraf Company)
L.A. & G. E. Chirnside pty. Ltd.
Kennedy Agricultural Company pty. Ltd.
Glenn Rorato (Rorato Nominees)
Graeme E. Lawrence
Geltch Investments Ry. Ltd.
J.F. & V. J. Moon Pty. Ltd.
Brad Stillard

PARTA - Names and descriptions of business carried on by persons, corporation and other entities
that are members of Australian Processing Tomato Growers branch and who anticipate becoming

t.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
l_0.

tt.
t2.
13.
14.
15.
L6.
17.
18.
r.9.
20.
21.
22.

Column 2: Business carried on by
person or entity:

Tomato grower and farmers
Tomato growers and farmers
Tomato grower and farmer
Tomato grower and farmer
Tomato grower and farmer
Tomato grower and farmer
Tomato grower and farmer
Tomato grower and farmer
Tomato grower and farmer
Tomato grower and farmer
Tomato grower and farmer
Tomato grower and farmer
Tomato grower and farmer
Tomato grower and farmer
Tomato grower and farmer
Tomato grower and farmer
Tomato grower and farmer
Tomato grower and farmer
Tomato grower and farmer
Tomato grower and farmer
Tomato grower and farmer
Tomato grower and farmer

PART B - Names and descriptions of business carried on by persons, corporation and other entities
who are NOT members of Australian Processing Tomato Growers Association and who anticipate

Nil - There are no known persons, corporations or entities, known to the applicant that wish to be
parties to the application.

ve¡:5 23/5/71
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Australia's horticulture industry comprises fruit, vegetables, nuts, flowers, turf and
nursery products. The industry is labour intensive and mostly seasonal. It
ccomprisescomprises mainly of smali-scale family farms,-however, there is a
growing trend towards medium to larger scale operations. Australia's horticulture
industry has long enjoyed a domestic and international reputation for quality-
primarily due to our high slandards across all stages of the supply chain, from
farm to consumer.

In 2008-09 Australia's hoi-ticultural industry was the nation's third largest
agricultural índustry-based on gross value of production. The horticultural
industry contributes significantly to the prosperity of people living in rural and regional Australia. There are
69,600 people employed in Australia to grow fruit, vegetables and nuts for the domestic and export markets. A
further 980C are ernployed in fruit and vegetable processing (excluding wine manufacturing). There are also an
estimated 175,000 seasonal positions available each year.

fhe value of production for annual and perennial horticultural crops are approximately equal, with the total area
under oroduction in Australia around 250.000 hectares.

The major horticulture growing areas ¡n Australia include the Goulburn Valley of Victoria;the Murrumbidgee
Irrigation Area of New South Wales; the Sunraysia district of Victoria/NSW; the Riverland region of South
Australia; northern Tasmania; southwest Western Australla and the coastal strip of both northern New South
Wales and Queensland. Nursery production generally occurs close to the capital cities. Some horticultural produce
from the southern states is dírected to processing. Queensland vegetables typically supply the southern states
during the cooler June to October period.

Banana, pineapple, mandarin, avocaclo, mango, fresh tomato, caps¡cum, zucchinl and beetroot production is
concentrated in Queenslancì; stonefruit, oranges and grãpes in New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia;
processing potatoes in Tasmania; fresh pears, canning fruit and processing tomatoes in Victoria; and apples and
fresh vegetables in all states,

Australia has a significant tropical hortieultural industry including large irrigation schemes ln the Ord River in
Western Australia and the Burdekin River in Queensland. Bananas, mangoes, avocados, papaya, lychees,
cucurbits (rockmelons, watermelons, pumpkins) together with tropical nursery plants and vegetables are
imñ^rÈânf inrlr rcfriac,--. There is a!sc a growing "rare and exctic fr-uit" incjustry producing fruits such as: rambutans,
duria rrs, tamarillos, caranlbolas, jackfruit and mangosteens.

i;; {)rJuctiü¡'¡ 5f¡1 rrtir:s

In 2008-09 Australian horticulture had a gross value of production of $8.391 billion, ranking third behind the
meat and grain industries. The major product groups had the following gross vaiue of production in 2008-09: fruit
and nuts $4.084 billion; vegetables $3,012 billion; nursery. flower and turf production $1,295 billion (source
ABS).

The GVP of major indìvidual comnrodities in 2008-09 were: grapes 5t,213 million; potatoes $557 million; apples
$543 million; bananas $428 million;tomatoes $342 million; oranges $255 million; mushrooms $250 million;
onions $224 million; lettuces $187 million; strawberries $183 million; carrots $182 million and melons $159
million (source ABS).
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Australia has a trade surplus in fresh vegetables (that is, the value of exports
However, because of high imports in the processed, frozen and other sectors,
deficit" in 2009-10 for fresh and processed fruit, nuts and vegetables of $534

Value (millions of dollars) of imports and exports of horticultural commodities
(source; ABARES: Australian Commodity Statistics 2010, Table 152)

Page 2 of

exceeds the value of imports).
overall Australia had a "trade
million.

2004-os 200s-o6 2AO6,-07 20fJ7-oa 2008-o9 2009-10

f mports Fruit & Nuts 704 /+L 846 928 991 943

Vegeta bles 512 528 627 73r 842 744

Total 12t3 7269 L467 16 59 1833 1687

Exports Fruit & Nuts 797 vv 114 764 898 77.8

Vegeta trles 340 365 4LO 384 397 375

Tota I 1131 ri94 tt84 IT44 7295 1 153

In 2009-10 Australia exported $1,153 billion of fresh and processed fruit, nuts and vegetables. Export of fresh
produce (particularly fruit) is lirnited by quarantine restrictions in a number of countries including Japan, USA,
mainland China, South K.orea and Taiwan,

In 2009-10 Australia imported $1.687 billion of fresh and processed fruit, nuts and vegetables. A wide range of
fresh produce is prohibited from entering Australia on the basis of quarantine restrictions. Produce is imported
into Australia out of season or during periods of domestic shortage due to production failures, an inability to
produce the commodity and/or production shortfalls relative to demand.

f-{r-r;:*lr;+-¡itt¡¡'n Ar¡r;èr..; jic t irgr;¡<,){1 { F{,ò.t }

HAL, an industry-owned company, was established in 2001 to help Australia's horticultural industries achieve
their full potential through research and marketing. HAL's shareholders (who are the peak horticultural bodies
representing growers) have responsibility for the company's strategic direction and activities.

The budçet for HAL in 2009-2010 was $101.4 million, with its expenditure on R&D programs #7I.9 million
(including Aust¡'alìan Government matching funds) and expenditure on its marketing programs $14.8 million. The
Austraiian Government matches statutory and voluntary industry contributions paid to HAL for R&D, up to 0"57o
of the GVP of the hortic¡-¡lturai industi-y (excluding the GVP for wine grapes).

For more information visit : .

li:..: ü¡ jice :.,i !'',i:¡ li':.;.¡!i:-*;.¡È i.i¿¡'L¿¡t ålí-üss

l-he Office of Horticultural Market Access (OHMA) was established in 2009 to improve the opportunities to open
new markets for A.ustralia's hortrculture industry. OItMA truilds on the work of the Horticultural Market Access
Committee (HMAC) which was previously responsibie for advising on market access applications for Australian
Government negotiations wlth internaiional governments in target markets.

For more inf<¡rmation visit ' ,.,l .

¡..ilf-jå .!itJÉjs{.¿-¡¡rt i<Ð9*<år ljiì ct;r'; åjuv*icrptrr+:e;i. Ce.rri-:ura€.ãur¡

The Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation (RIRDC) helps small and emerging agricultural
industries organise and invest in R&D. RIRDC invests R&D for industries not covered by HAL. The Government
contributes around two thirds of RIRDC's funding each year.

For more information visit ' '-ri)i-.

l'lt¡g ticr¡itr¡r * e r-itf :: t¡á C.-.'rr¡r.ii¡,-t

The Trade Practices (Horticulture Code of Conduct) Regulation 2006 came into force on t4 May 2007. The

mhtml:file://C:\Documents and Settings\HP Owner\Desktop\Horticulture Fact Sheet - DAFF.mht 9105/201
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objectÍve of the code is to improve the clarity and transparency of transactions between growers and wholesalers
of fresh fruit and vegetables. The code is mandatory under the Trade Practices Art L974 and is enforced by the
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission.

Fsr more information visit ACCC and the ,Yorticulture Mediation Advisor.

Last reviewed: O7 Dec 2010

- è€emmonwealth of Australia-20
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26th November 2010

Productivity Commission
Level 28
i5 Collins Street East
Melbourne, Victoria 8003

Submission to the Draft Report on Rural Research & Development
Corporations

Thank you for providing the opportunity to make a submission to the Productivity
Commissions enquiry into Rural Research and Development Corporations. This
submission is made on behalf of the Australian Processins Tomato Research Council Inc.
(APTRC).

The current R- & D Corporation model has worked well in our industry. The APTRC
became a voluntary contributor to HRDCIHAL in 1991, and has since continued as a "B
Class" member of HAL with a voluntary levy in place. This levy currently has 100%
participation from all growers with the levy collected by the processing tomato
companies, at no cost to the APTRC.

The growers sign supply contracts with a processing company, this contact also contains
a clause detailing the amount of the research and development levy payable by both the
grower and processor. Upon completion of the season the processing company forwards
the collected levy to the Australian Processing Tomato Research Council Inc. (APTRC).

This process has proved to be a very efficient ancl cost effective mechanism of collecting
a voluntary levy from all Australian Processing Tomato Growers.

The APTR.C consists of a skills based committee consisting of 4 grower and 4 processot
representatives. This council meet 3 times per year to determine the annual R & D
investment plan in conjunction with HAL, based on the Industry 5 Year Strategic
Research and Development Plan

The industry, though acting as a voluntary contributor to HAL, has achieved a number of
si gnifi cant mil estones, including the following:

National Processed Tomato consumption has increased from 375,000t, in 1997, to
500,000t in 2008. This has occurred through a combination of population growth, new
products and commercial advertising and promotion;

Due to the improved yields, and therefore lower production costs, the price of processing
tomatoes at the flreld gate has remained at 10 cents per kilogram for approximately 20
years, and has only increasecl recently due to the cost of obtaining water because of the
crippling drought.

P.O. Box 2293, Shepparton,Yic. 3632, Australia

AprRc Inc. Reeiste."uffi#åïåäiË ""* 
33 014 204 s6s



. A l00yo increase in field yields, ftom 45tlha to 9}tJha, and the re-attainment of long-run
soluble solids above 5%. These performance indicators are now equal to those of
California and have been driven by:

o Industry consolidation. The remaining growers have gained a lot of experience;

o The increased use of drip irrigation, thus improving water use efficiency. The
adoption rate was 80% in 2010;

o Theincreased use of transplauts. The adoption r4te waq 65% in2}lQ;some
growers still prefer seed as an economic choice;

o The evaluation and adoption of more productive ancl higher solids varieties;

o A better understanding of agronomic factors, including IPM and crop nutlition;

o Sustainable management of soils;

o Reduced sub-soil post-harvest nitrate levels, thus reducing the potential of nitrate
leaching into water ways

o Adoption of the best practices from California, Italy and Israel.

o Annual industry surveys are conducted, through which industry development can be
effectively measured;

o d total change from delivering tomatoes in half-tonne bins to ten-tonne tubs, a 10

fold reduction in handling costs. This has reduced transport and handling costs;

o The development of human capital and leadership:

¡ Australia is a founding member of World Processing Tomato Council and has
provided two chairmen;

" The industry planned and conducted a successful world conference in2004;

. The small grower base includes a Churchill and 2 Nuffield scholars;

. The industry has conducted formal courses on IPM, chemical management and
financial management.

Through acting as a Voluntary Contributor to HAL the Australian Processing Tomato
Research Council has been able to ensure the success of the Australian Processing
Tomato Industry in a global environment.

It is of great concem to the industry that the question has been raised whether matched
public funding should continue for non-levy contributions - i.e. voluntary contributions
and the proposal to reduce the cap on matching contributions for levies from 0.5olo to
0.25Yo over 10 years.

Without continued support from the federal government through HAL, it is envisaged
that the industry research and development program would be signifÏcantly reducecl, thus
impacting upon the long term sustainability of an Australian Processing Tomato Industry.

P.O. Box 2293, Shepparton,Yic. 3632, Australia
tÀ'\vw.aptrc.asn.au
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The Processing Tomato Industry faces stiff competition from low cost tomato paste
producers such as China; and for peeled tomato from Europe, where they receive
subsidies for production, and subsides for exports.

Australia has the highest hourly labour cost in the world in the tomato and deciduous fruit
industries, and to remain competitive with the rest of the world, we must become the
most efficient producers and processors in the world.

In the next 50 years, as the world population increases, there will be less and less aruble
land to grow our crops to feed the world, tlere will be less water of course, anôthere will
need to be a dramatic increase in tonnes/lrectare in all aericultural industries to feed the
world.

We can only do the above by continually researching the way we produce and process
tomatoes, and put that knowledge into practice in the field and in the factories.

Yours sincerely

LizMann

Industry Development Manager

P.O. Box 2293, Shepparton,Yic. 3632, Australia
www.aÞrc.asn.au

APTRC Inc. Registered No. A00238228 ABN 33 014 204 969
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APTRC
F¡nal Report

HAL Project:

TMO9002: Strategic Plan and Industry Development Needs Assessment

Project Leader:

Peter Gray
RMCG
135 Moltissn Stree{ Bendigo Victoria 3554-- -
Email: petien@qmail.com

Mobile: 0428261252

Report Purpose:

To present the processing tomato industry's Strategic Plan and Industry Development Needs
Assessment. This completes a process that began with facilitated discussion at the 2009
Tomato Forum, followed by an APTRC review meeting.

Funding Sources:

Australian Processing Tomato Industry Council Inc

Horliculture Australia Limited

Report Date:

3'1"t October 2009

Any recommendations contained in this publication do not necessarily represent current HAL policy.
No person should act on the basis of the contents of this publication, whether as to matters of fact or
opinion or other content, without first obtaining specific, independent professional advice in respect of
the matters set out in this publication.
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APTRC
Final Report

1 Media Summary

This report presents the medium-term strategic direction for the Australian processing
tomato industry, and an assessment of its development needs. This is a rapidly changing
industry and its strategic direction will again be reviewed in three years' time.

Australian and global consumption of processed tomato products has grown strongly during
the past twenty years. Although only accounting for about 1% of global production, the
Australian ildustrylerne4! at the forefront of innovation, and has consistently "boxed above
its weight".

Recent years of low rainfall have impacted adversely on the industry and annual production
has fallen significantly, although 2009 was one of the best growing seasons ever. However,
the increasing demand for tomato products will see it grow again when water pressures
ease. The industry's strategic objectives will be met through the following elements:

We wåll rneet consurner needs and increase dernand

. through new product development based on market research;

. generic promotion of the distinctive health benefits of Australian-grown tomatoes; and

. testing imported products for their compliance with Australian food safety standards.

We wlll improve production efficiency

. through more productive manufacturing technologies and processes;

. by adopting agronomic practices that optimise fruit yield and quality while containing
cost;

. by growing varieties that can deliver higher yields and improved quality at reduced
cost: and

. Benchmarking industry performance and sharing knowledge.

We wi!l improve rnarket intelligence

. by commissioning an annual report on global economic and industry trends and
drivers.

We will pursue the efficient use of industry resources

. by managing climate variability effectively;

. by building industry skills and leadership; and

r encouraging collaborative research with similar industries.

Page 1RMCG Consultants for Business. Communit¡es & Environment
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The process¡ng tomato industry already has a comprehensive communications program
through which to incorporate the following recommendations:

. The widely-respected and effective IDM position should be retained;

. The current suite of communication tools should be retained, but APTRC will re-scope
these as industry conditions change;

. ldentify a suitable agency that can provide an informed annual update of global
industry trends;

. Use APTRC's extensive networks to identify alternative development strategies that
could be applied in Australia;

. Encourage and suppoft growers to improve their agronomic and business
management skills;

. lmplement a low-cost program to promote the health attributes of processed tomato
products; and

. Encourage processors to partner with HAL in developing new products and
processes.
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2 Where are we now? - Situation Analysis

2.1 Summary

. Global and national demand for tomato products is increasing steadily;

' Seasonal conditions have resulted in low irrigation water allocations and higher
temporary water prices. The resulting uncertainty impacted adversely on production
output. Although the 2009 season produced a startling example of what a good season
could be, climate change events are another risk for an industry which may not be able to
sL¡stain ligh-water costs for mâny more seasons;

' Whether or not the 2009 season proves unique, the Australian industry produced tomato
yields and soluble solids that were equal to the Californian benchmark. These are very
encouraging outcomes from many years of research and investment within the industry;

. An increasing volume of imports has filled the local production void, whilst export
volumes remain smalland volatile;

' Historic paste price information suggests that higher profits must come from production
and supply chain efficiencies, not from an expectation of higher market prices;

n The Australian industry has continued its trend of consolidation. Although management
has emphasised the company's commitment to Australia, the importance of Cedenco and
SS Farms to the industry is fundamental and presents a critical risk over the long-term;

. There will continue to be a range of farm sizes. Although some production units may
grow in the future, there will still be a notable number of smaller operators.

2.2 Comprehens¡ve data available

Annual industry surveys provide the following information about consumption, production,
imports and exports (APTRC).

Cha¡'t 2-1 Industry data (tonnes)

--Ë- Consumption

-#* Production

lmports

-)+- Exports
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Industry data provides a solid basis for decision-making, but could be strengthened by
incorporating information about global consumption, economic data and, possibly, consumer
research.

2"3 Processed tomato consumption is increasing

National consumption of tomato-based products has been increasing steadily for some
years; from 375,000t in 1997to 500,000t in 2008. Although population has been growing by
about 1.6% per year, apparent consumption has been rising by 2.4% per year and Australia
is now one of the world's highest consumers of tomato-based products, at about
23kgs/person (WPTC). ln 1996, per capita consumption was 50% of the USA's; that rate is
now 74o/o.This ís a great outcome for the industry and seems to be one result of industry
marketing (APTG magazine; Sept 2008).

The recent history of global consumption has also been encouraging (Tomato News):

. Global consumption was 20 million tonnes at the end of the 1980s;

' Ten years further on, it was 30 million tonnes;

. A further six years on, it was 40 million tonnes;

The implication is that global consumption is growing regularly and steadily. By 2009 global
stocks were virtually non-existent, thus resulting in a higher average price for paste (see
Chart 2-5). The following chart compares regional consumption:

Chart 2-2 Comparison of regional consumptlon (WPTC)
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Australian consumption has room for further growth at its current steady rate. Although
African, South American and Asian consumption is relatively low, the size of their
populations means that a modest growth in per capita consumption would result in a large
increase in the volume of tomatoes eaten. Increasing wealth in many Asian countries is
leading to the westernisation of diets and increased per capita consumption. This trend is

likely to be beneficial for the Australian industry.

RMGG Consultants for Business. Communities & Environment Page 4
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2.4 Tomato production affected by drought

Although the previous strategic plan had a vision of growing 350,000t of tomatoes each
season, the impact of drought has seriously hampered production. Low rainfall resulted in

historically low water allocations and a substantial increase in the cost of temporary water.
Consequently, growers perceived that their production risk was greater, decided to grow less
crop, and production declined from 320,000t in 2005 to 151,000t in 2008 despite the'floor'
created by SS Farms. Exceptional growing conditions and processor assistance with water
cost resulted in a welcome increase to 271.000t in 2009. The water outlook for 2010 has
improved slightly over recent years.

2.5 Field yields have increased

To remain competitive, the Australian industry must continually increase field yields, Since
the 1996 benchmarking study, industry research and subsequent grower investment has
indeed resulted in matching the benchmark Californian yield performance, as noted in the
following chart. This is a major milestone for the industry.

Chart 2-3 Comparison of Australian and Californian field yields

Comparison of Australian Tomato Yields with California - Field
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2.6 Soluble solids have increased

Raw tomato soluble solids are impofiant to processors manufacturing pulp- or paste-based
products, this style of production representing the bulk of annual output. The 1996 industry
benchmarking study stated that, "higher sofds reduce the freight cosf per tonne of pasfe,

reduce factory energy requirements, increase factory productivity and boost plant capacity".
Since then, an industry objective has been to produce crops that deliver consistent average
soluble solids greater than 5.0%.

However, from about 1990, soluble solids continually fell as industry yields grew quickly
following the introduction of sub-surface drip irrigation systems. Since then there has been
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significant research into new varieties and agronomic practices that could arrest this adverse
relationship between yield and solids.

Recently, each of the three seasons from 2007 produced soluble solids of 5.0% and greater,

equalling California's 5.3% in 2009. Again, the arrest of declining soluble solids and the
attainment of the Californian benchmark are major milestones, and significant outcomes
from the investment in industry research and development. The following chart shows the
long-term movement of yields and soluble solids.

Chart 24 Long-terrn movement in yields and soluble solids
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2"7 lmports have increased

lmports have increased because the industry has suffered from a drought-influenced
reduction in tomato production. Two main factors are associated with this increase. Some
imports have occurred because competitive overseas products were sourced by

supermarkets; these may prove difficult to replace. However, the second factor is that
processors may have imported paste to fill their order books. lf so, we expect imports to
decline as local production recovers from the influence of the current drought.

For many years, SPC Ardmona has kept a watching brief on the dumping of product into

Australia, and taken action where it can. More unilateralfree trade agreements with Australia
are coming into force; however; the federal government argues that the effect on Australian
horticulture should be minimal given the import tariff for processed food is already very low.

2.8 Exports are volat¡le

Exports form a small proportion of industry output, and have wavered between 6 and 19% of
production. New Zealand continues to be the main destination, but product is also sold to
Japan and the United Kingdom. Although previous strategic plans have been hopeful for a
viable export component, volatile Australian production has difficulty in meeting domestic

RMCG Consultants for Business. Commun¡ties & Env¡ronment Page 6
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demand let alone committing to a competitive export drive. The strengthening Australian
dollar will not assist the industry.

2.9 The long-run tomato price is static

The international aseptic paste price is a key determinant of the price that processors can
pay growers. The following chart presents the long-term trend for Californian paste (Tomato
News, Mar 2009):

Chart 2-5 Long-term price movement of Californian paste
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Some observations from this chart:

. The long-run average paste price is about 36c/lb, but there is significant volatility in price;

. Although there are price spikes in some years, there is no long-term trend of an
increasing market price. This implies that profit growth must be earned from production

efficiencies rather than the marketplace:

. The 2009 price spike corresponds to a season when Australian processors provided
irrigatìon cost incentives to growers. ln that season there appears to be leeway to have
done so;

. However, when the market returns to the next trough - and the previous one lasted six
years - it will place significant pressure on an Australian industry struggling with the
acquisition and cost of irrigation water. Production might return to the level witnessed in

2008.

The static long-run average Californian paste price is reflected in Australia. lt is significant
that the average price paid forfield tomatoes has remained at about $100/t during the past

19 years (APTRC).

2.10 Environmental responsibility being shown

The processing tomato industry became an early participant in Greenhouse Challenge Plus,
an initiative of the newly-formed Australian Greenhouse Office, many years before climate
change became the ubiquitous environmental topic it is today. All growers were involved in
measuring the industry's greenhouse footprint on farms and identifying some of the
difficulties in controlling agricultural greenhouse emissions. The resulting report identified a
large number of tasks which the industry was performing in a climate-responsible way.
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At the same time, SPC Ardmona and Unilever applied themselves to understanding
processor issues. Unilever's Australian growers also parlicipated in the global Unilever

Sustainable Agricutture Project, in which a facilitator worked with each grower to identify and

measure greenhouse factors and discuss solutions. Consideration could be given to
adopting an environmental assurance system that demonstrates the industry's ongoing

responsibility, and mitigates any adverse impacts of future national climate policy as it
affects agriculture.

As world population increases there will be less water and arable land for agriculture.

Ongoing research is needed to grow more tomatoes with less inputs.

2.11 lndustry consolidation slows

The number of growers continues to decline; from 71 in 1994/95, to 16 in 2007108 (APTRC).

However, processor incentives encouraged 21 growers into production in 2008/09 and the

subsequent excellent conditions for that year could encourage others back into the industry

in 200912010. Production from processor-owned SS Farms is now over 100,000t and this

grower provides a strong floor in industry production.

By 2009, there were three major processors remaining in the industry, Cedenco, Heinz and

SPC Ardmona; although only Cedenco and Heinz contracted with growers. Other smaller

businesses processed 20,000t, including one grower-owned business.

Risk management and the production economics of growing tomatoes continue to play

critical roles in decision-making. The uncertainties created by low rainfall, and the removal of

a significant grower capital cost through contract harvesting, seem to have encouraged
growers to adopt a more flexible approach when making crop decisions and may have

placed a little more power in their hands.

The following table compares industry structural expectations between the two planning

meetings in 2005 and 2009:

Table 2-1 Strategic Expectations, 2005-2009

Elernent,2005 Outcomes by 2009

. One or two processors There are effectively two processors contracting with growers, but
three pr¡mary manufacturing companles.

. lntake of 350.000t Intakes declined in the face of irrigation uncertainty and have
never risen aþove 300,000t. However, market demand continues
to increase and the production outlook is promising when better
seasonal conditions return.

. 10-12 growers averaging
30.0001 each

Processor-owned SS Farms now grows in excess of 100'000t.
However, the trend towards larger family farms has not occurred
as quickly as w expectations are that
industry risk rem will still be a place for
smaller, well-run, the inevitable growth ¡n

farm size taking place in agriculture generally.
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3 Industry lssues

3.1 Priorities in 2005

and soluble solids;

-- 
l\/lâFket research as ¿driver-oÊindustt'y growth;

The previous strategic plan identified major and minor research priorities based on the
following issues and needs:

. Productivity improvement through new technology, and cultivars that provide high yields

. Managing grower risk - High-value or green manure rotational crops, 'best-bet' research

into agronomic practices; and information about good growing practice.

3"2 lssues in 2009

Attendees at the 2009 Tomato Forum identified the following issues facing the industry:

Table 3-1 lndustry lssues

In the context of this strategic plan, the topics of tomato price (a matter for contract
negotiation between growers and processors) and GM tomatoes (not wanted by consumers)
are recognised, but do not form part of industry development at this time.

lssue Commentary

. Water The availability and cost of water were key factors in the decline of production
during the three seasons to 2008

. Tomato Price The economic risk that growers face demands an appropriate price for their
tomatoes. The reality ís that prices may vary during some seasons, but the
long-run picture is not one of higher price.

. Skills Better management skills will be required if farm size is to increase, to achieve
economies of scale.

. Global
perspective

There is potential for China to þe a net importer in the future as domestic
consumption increases. Also, California now only accounts lor 25o/o of global
trade, down from 50% in the past. Does that state's ¡ndustry have the same
influence on global paste price as ¡n the past? Subsidies are re-merging in
Europe. We need more information about global trade and a continuous picture
of our competitiveness.

. Market research Ardmona Foods, in conjunction with HAL, had previously conducted market
research which resulted in the "Rich and Thick" range of products, one of their
most prom¡sing lines ever.

Market benefits could also identify the best ways for industry to promote the
health qualities of tomatoes, especially lycopene

. Productivity We need to assess new growing technologies. An average yield of 100Uha
must be a goal (growing steadily over many years, average Australian yield
exceeded 90lha in 2009).

. Managing risk Maintaining high average yield means managing risk. More information during
critical growth stages may be helpful

. GM tomatoes GM products are not wanted by consumers. However, Heinz is using gene
markers to speed up variety development.

RMGG Consultants for Business. Communities & Env¡ronment Page I
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The main themes identified in 2005 continue to be important today. To these have been

added: managing low rainfall; improving industry skills; and developing good intelligence

from a global perspective.

3.3 IndustryStrategies

The key industry objectives will be delivered through the following strategies, based on

Future Focus priorities (described in section 3.4):

Table 3-2 Future Focus objectives and strategies

A common link across these areas of industry development is that of technology transfer,
delivered through the Industry Development Manager role. In Lauren Thompson, followed by

Liz Mann, the industry has had the services of two people who have been highly

instrumental in facilitating industry growth. Attendees at the May 2009 Forum confirmed

again that the IDM position is very well regarded by all stakeholders and we recommend that
this position continue during the life of this current plan.

During previous years processors have been slow to work through APTRC in reviewing

various aspects of their factory processes or market sectors that could benefit from

research. There are opportunities for processors to leverage their R&D investment with HAL.

That organisation also has a process which will protect commercially sensitive research for a

number of years.

3.4 Fulfilling Future Focus objectives

Launched in May 2009, Future Focus is the national horticulture plan developed by HAL and

its industry groups. Future Focus contends that Australian horticulture is not realising the

trading potential being achieved by its competitors, and it identifies the elements that should

We will meet consumer needs and increase demand

. Through new product development based on market research;

. generic promotion of the distinctive health benefits of Australian-grown
tomatoes: and

' testing imported products for their compliance with Australian food safety
standards.

Strategies

We will innprove productivity

. Through more productive manufacturing technologies and processes;

" By adopting agronomic practices that optimise fruit yield and quality, while
containing cost;

. By growing varieties that can deliver higher yields and improved quality, at
reduced cost; and

. Benchmarking industry performance and sharing knowledge.

Strategies

We will improve market intelligence

. By commissioning an annual report on global economic and industry trends
and drivers

We will pursue the efficient use of industry resources

" By managing climate variability effectively;
. Building industry skills and leadership; and
. Encouraging collaborative research with similar industries.

RMCG Consultants for Business. Commun¡ties & Env¡ronment Page 10
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3.5

form the basis for future industry development (see www.futurefocus.org.au). The Future

Focus strategic direction is based on:

. Three Programs - building consumer demand; market access; and resource use

. Driven by Three Engines - research; information; and policy

. Underpinned by a drivetrain - industry leadership

The three key programs have been broken down into 11 sub-programs, which provide

relatively ditferent profit pay-offs to industry. The processing tomato industry's strategies

aljgD with Future Focus strategic direction in the following Wqys:

Potential projects

During development of this plan, the following ideas emerged as potential projects within the

defined strategic direction of the industry:

. Encourage the development of a Health and Wellness Promotion committee amongst

processors to promote the consumption of Australian-grown products;

. Commence a testing program for imported products to determine if they meet the same

food safety standards as Australian-grown products;

. Investigate ideas that enable profitable continuous cropping on land in which sub-surface

irrigation systems have been installed;

Table 3-3 Future Focus and APTRG - in order of profit payoff contribution

Future Focus sub-program APTRC Strategies

Developing Com mercial/M arketi ng
Platforms

No strategies defined

Developing Novel products and delivering
Consumer satisfaction

New product development based on market research

lncreasing Productivity Adopt new manufacturing technologies and
processes to reduce unit cost

Adopt agronomic practices which optimise fruit yield
and quality

lmplement evaluation programs which identiff
varieties that provide higher yield and improved
quality

Being C/ean and Green Adopt an environmental assurance system

Product Promotion Encourage consumption of Australian products
through the generic promotion of the distinctive
attributes of tomatoes

ExpotT Access No strategies defined

Market lntelligence Market research and the creation of a global view

Water lmprove water use efflciency; understand the new
planning tools available to manage low rainfall years

Adapting to Climate Change Promote carbon-eff icient ag ronom ic p ractices and
develop suitable fruit varieties

Reducing Labour cost and attract¡ng laþour
skills

lmprove labour productivity and develop labour-
saving devices

Enable industry personnel to build skills
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. Collaborate with the fresh tomato industry, Fresh market groweÍs are currently
considering a statutory levy and could be agreeable to pooling resources on similar
research issues;

. Consider adopting a suitable environmental assurance system to demonstrate the
industry's 'clean and green' credentials to consumers, and to mitigate the adverse
impacts of national climate policy on agriculture;

' Measure the industry's nitrous oxide emissions to better understand its environmental
footprint; and

-r 
Pursue fuÉhe¡--water--use efficiency,- and seek governmenLgrantslo convert to clrip-
irrigation.
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4 lndustry Development Needs Assessment

4.1 Summary of Recommendations

The processing tomato industry already has a comprehensive communications program

through which to incorporate the following recommendations:

' The widely-respected and effective IDM position should be retained;

+T+recurrentsuiteoÊeemmunicationtoolsshouldberetained-butAPTRewil|re19eepe---
these as industry conditions change;

. ldentify a suitable agency that can provide an informed annual update of global

industry trends;

. Use APTRC's extensive international and other industry networks to identify
alternative development strategies that could be applied in Australia;

. Encourage growers to improve their agronomic and business management skills;

. lmplement a low-cost program to promote the health attributes of processed tomato
products; and

. Encourage processors to partner with HAL in developing new products and
processes.

4.2 HAL's development principles

As defined by Horticulture Australia, industry development is "the process of informing and

empowering those in horticulture to make better business decisions".

"lndustry development bridges the gap between R&D and industry adoption, enabling
industry strategic plans to be adopted. The Industry Development Needs Analysis is a

process to determine the best, most efficient way of informing and empowering those in

horticulture to make better business decisions."

The purpose of this strategic planning element is to understand how APTRC can best inform
and empower growers.

4.3 The industry is compact and nimble

From the perspective of industry development, the key characteristics (see Appendix l) are
that:

. The industry is mature, and supply chain relationships are well understood;

. The industry comprised 21 growers in 2009. They are located in a relatively small
geographical region and can be contacted or brought together efficiently;

. Through its ownership and management of SS Farms, and as the largest processor,

Cedenco has significant influence on the growing sector and new ideas can be trialled

and implemented effectively;
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' APTRC is well-recognised by industry stakeholders.

In addition, some years ago, APTRC took a pragmatic approach to its research program to
focus on outcomes and to engage research providers who could work as flexibly and

innovatively as processors and growers. This has resulted in research partnerships that are

nimble and effective.

4"4 Significant milestones have been achieved

Since APTRC started to work with HRDC/HAL in

ot sgnif ic'ant mi l e sfo ne s ; in c l udingrtHottowingr
1991, the industry has achieved a number

National consumption has increased from 375,000t, in 1997, to 500,000t in 2008. This
has occurred through a combination of population growth, new products and commercial
advertising and promotion;

. A 100% increase in field yields, from 45Vha to 90Uha, and the re-attainment of long-run

soluble solids above 5%. These indicators are now equal to those of California and have

been driven by:

o Industry consolidation. The remaining growers have gained a lot of experience;

o The increased use of drip irrigation. The adoption rate was 760/o in 2009; furrow
irrigation is still preferred on some soils,

o The increased use of transplants. The adoption rate was 59% in 2009; some growers
still prefer seed as an economic choice;

o The evaluation and adoption of more productive and higher solids varieties;

o A better understanding of agronomic factors, including nutrition;

o Better management of soils which are used for more than one season,

o Adoption of the best practices from California, ltaly and lsrael.

. The introduction of annual surveys, through which industry development can be

effectively measured;

. A total change from delivering tomatoes in half-tonne bins to ten-tonne tubs. This has

reduced transport and handling costs;

' The substantial use of a contract harvesting business. This has reduced total industry

capitalcost;

. The development of human capital and leadership:

o Australia is a founding member of WPTC and has provided two chairmen;

o The industry planned and conducted a successfulworld conference;

o The smallgrower base includes a Churchill and a Nuffield scholar;

o The industry has conducted formalcourses on lPM, chemical management and
financial manaqement.
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4"5 Development generates a good econom¡c return

As previously noted, it is highly unlikely the market will deliver a sustainable increase in
price. Therefore, economic gains will come through higher productivity - a role that growers

and processors have been used to for many years.

An increase in yield from 90 to 100Vha would have two effects: national production would be

grown on less land, thereby reducing total area crop cost, and each hectare would produce
, more tomatoes, thereby increasing income. We estimate that the growing sector could

benefit by some $5 million/year from an 11o/o improvement in yield.

We estimate that an increase in solids from 5.0% to 5.5% could result in field cost gains to
the processing sector of some $2 million/year. Further economic gains would arise within the

factory because the volume of raw tomatoes being processed to create each tonne of
product would be less.

These are significant potential gains for a small industry. Since 1991, APTRC has applied

some $8 million to industry development, generating an average 13Vo annual return on

investment. This is a good result compared to general MIS and long-term sharemarket

annual returns of about 10%, and justifies continued investment in research and

development.

4.6 Current industry commun¡cat¡on is extensive

APTRC is comprised of four processor members and four grower members; the present

committee members represent a significant body of industry knowledge. lt meets three times

each year to plan, monitor and review the industry development program. Current industry

communication is extensive and includes:

' A proactive Industry Development Manager who inherited and expanded a substantial

national and international network;

" Publication of the quarterly "Tomato Topics";

. Publication of the annual "Australian Tomato Growe¡'' magazine which presents the

outcomes for each tomato season and the research conducted that year. Some years

ago, the opportunity was taken to have this magazine published professionally. The

aesthetic quality of the magazine improved and APTRC subsequently resumed self-
publication. The production standard of the magazine is high;

. Circulation of the Annual lndustry Report, published by HAL;

. An industry website. Some information is for public use and some is restricted to industry

members because of the confidential nature of active farm data which can be accessed

there;

' The Annual lndustry Survey that updates participation, production, import and export

information:

. A significant national and international network comprising growers, processors, service
providers and researchers.

. An annuat Tomato Forum at which research providers present the current season's

outcomes to stakeholders:
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Active participation in the World Processing Tomato Council (WPTC) and its activities,

including the biennial world conference. The Australian industry has 'boxed above its
weight' in the global industry, having provided two chairs of WPTC and held a very

successful conference in Melbourne, the only one yet held in the Southern Hemisphere;

Circulation of information appearing in WPTC's monthly magazine, "Tomato News";

Well-attended technical tours in Australia and overseas. External scientists and growers

also come to Australia to exchange information;

Participation by growers in research projects. The majority of research is conducted on-
farm'

. Seasonal district grower meetings and field days at which relevant research is discussed

and crops are evaluated;

. Promotion of a ChurchÌll and a Nuffield scholarship for two growers. Co-ordinated training

to approved competencies;

. The collation of all accumulated research projects on a CD, available to all industry
participants. This database will be updated soon;

. An extensive library of information about processing tomatoes, although the CD database
is a more accessible information pathway.

The 2009 Tomato Forum identified that more information was required about supply and

demand factors that affect the global industry, because these have a direct impact on the

sustainability of the Australian industry. lt was felt that a continuously updatable

interpretation of global events would assist industry decision-making. In the first instance,

APTRC will investigate interpretation management by an organisation such as Rabobank.

4.7 There are opportun¡t¡es for development

For a small industry, the above list of communication tools is commendable, and reflects the
considerable investment that growers and processors have in this annual cfop, as well as

the rapid consolidation of the industry which has demanded that productivity growth must be

constant and that decision-making is founded on good research and information.

Communication is also assisted by the relatively small number of operational stakeholders.

Given these factors, the challenge for APTRC is to continuously strive to improve its suite of
communication tools each year. The following are subjects for consideration:

. The industry requires an informed interpretation of global trade;

. Review the better communication practices that occur in other countries and determine if
any could be adopted by APTRC;

. Continue to develop the agronomic and business management skills of growers;

. In conjunction with WPTC, develop a program to promote the health benefits of

tomatoes. A number of small horticultural industries are implementing low-cost programs

to increase public appreciation of their products; and

' Much of APTRC's focus has traditionally been biased towards the growing sector. This

has largely occurred because processors felt self-sufficient for their needs and close

seasonal contact between growers, processor management and field officers has

delivered information effectively. However, processors could benefit from a dialogue with
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HAL and the door should be open to research and development projects past the farm
gate;
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Appendix 1: The planning process

Project 09002 commenced as an Industry Development Needs Analysis, but was expanded
to undeftake the incorporation and review of the industry's existing strategic plan.

A presentation and analysis of existing data was made to the Tomato Forum in May 2009,
which provided the opportunity to present ideas to, and develop discussion amongst, a
substantial proportion of industry stakeholders.

A draft report was then UepeIed,€¡¡LIey.ieWeCLÐ¡ APTRC and HAL representqtiveq,lglgle
being presented to an APTRC meeting. Further ideas from these consultations have been
incorporated into this Final Report.

This is a rapidly changing industry. Recent events have been shaped by the impact of low
rainfall and the supply-demand ímpacts of global production. More recently, the Australian
dollar has strengthened significantly and there has been ongoing speculation about
Cedenco's parent company.

Consequently, the industry's strategic direction and development needs should be reviewed
in three years'time.
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Location

Production is located in geographícally limited

areas in northern Victoria and southern NSW.
1. ls production located in geographically limited

areas; or is it spread over a wide area and/or a

number of States?

. Some trials have occurred in Queensland and

Anstrãli ãbutTnriew-ãre-¿¡ strave-bee n

Are there new production areas developing?

Production has been significantly affected by

lack of irrigation water. National consumption

increasing.

Are there areas of production in marked decline?
lf so, where and why?

Appendix 2: Key industry characteristics

Maturity

4. ls the industry 'mature' ir¡ the sense that it has | ' The industry is mature'

been in existence for a long while with well

established production methods and supply
channels?

Pege 19

Products

ls the producUproduct mix well established and

widely recognised? For example; are different
varieties identified by consumers; brands

developed and brand loyalty established; or
value-adding in say packaging or part-
processing?

Heinz and SPC supply well-known brands to the

retail sector. Cedenco supplies paste to

secondary food processors who supply well-

known brands to the retail sector.

Markets & customers

6. ls there a bnoad base of end-customers (i.e.

households/consumers); or is the market more
confined or oniche'?

. Consumption is broad-based and increasing

7. Exports? Size? Growth? Prospects? c Exports have equated to 5-10% of production.

There are limited prospects for growth. Most

sales are to New Zealand.

Supply chain

8. Are there good relationships along the supply
chain? lf not, Why?

. The supply chain is well-known, and

relationships are good.

9. ls there good communication of manket signals
and production information along the supply
chain?

. Generally, yes. The implications of global

activities could be better understood.
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Gom petitive e nvironment

The scarcity and price of irrigation water has

encouraged growers to be flexible about contract

intentions. Contract harvesting has also

a significant capital cost. Growers may have

more power now than at any time before.

10.What is the degree of supplier (grower) power

within the industry?

. Retail (supermarket) power is significant and can

also be reflected through the secondary
processors.

1,t. What is the degree of buyer (wholesaler,
process or retailer) power within the industry?

lmports have increased in recent years, offering

competitive quality and price.
12. Availability or threats of substitutes (from

imports or within produce categories)?

Growers require specialized equipment and

obtain a contract. There is capacity for small

processors to join the industry, but not at the

scale of Cedenco, for example.

13. What are the barriers to entry to the industry?

Low. Each processor contracts to purchase what

it needs. At times, some growers may feel they

could have grown more than the contracted

volume they were given

14. What is the level of rivalry between producers
in the industry?

Industry structures and plann¡ng

15. How well-organised and resourced is the
industry PIB?

. APTRC has limited resources but has good

reach into the industry and conducts its activities

professionally.

16. Does the PIB have the confidence and support
of all industry participants?

. Yes.

17. What about State/regional organisations? How

well structured and supported are they?
' Growers have their own body. There is also a

world body (WPTC) which is well-supported by

the Australian industry.

18. As an industry, are we flexible and able to
adjust and respond quickly?

. Yes, although growers and processors begin

planning and activity some months before

harvest, and funds are committed to each crop

from an early stage.

Funding

19. ls there adequate levy and/or matched funding
at present to implement the Strategic Plan?

. Levy funds have been affected by declining

intakes due to water availability.

20. ls the industry generating or access¡ng other
funds to support its programs?

. Yes, the IDM has been successful in attracting

other grants to support its programs.
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z0rcnl Season
Who would have
thought that the region
would go from
drought to floods in a
matter of months.
This has drastically
impacted upon the
industry, with many
growers now saying
that they much
preferred the drought!

At the start of the
season the industry
consisted of 22
gro\¡/ers planning to

IntloE te Lake E¡ldon
July 2005 to l l Maroh 2011
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Inside Thís Issueproduce 287,500 tonnes, with an estimated farm
gate value of approximately $31 .6M. Due to
heavy rain during planting the total planted area
was slightly reduced to 2,796 ha. Based on the
average yield being similar to the 2009110 season
a total tonnage of 265.600 would have been
achievable for the industry at that time. This
estimate has now dropped to around 90,000 to
100,000 tonnes afafarm gate value ofless than
s11M.

The total estimate of loss of production from
flooding and heavy rain in Victoria is over
S15.7M, and NSW over $4.9M. 19 growers are
located in Victoria and 3 growers in NSW.

During this time inflows into Lake Eildon have
exceeded the long term monthly average.
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IManagement of Tomato Soins Aflfer Flooding
Harold H. Adem, DPI, Tatura

Flooding following years of drought can significantly in-
crease the risk of soil salinity and sodicity (high tevels of
sodium) through raised water tables bringing salt closer to the
soil surface. Tomato crops generally have a low tolerance to
salt present as sodium chloride (NaCl2) and high levels can
result in soil structure damage due to sodicity. This can affect
the health ofplants and the subsequent yields. A sodic soil
will disperse (run together) upon wetting and then set hard

rpon dryìngJimiting the_movement of
growth oftree roots.

Where does salt come from?
Over years of crop production and irrigation, many of our
horticultural soils have accumulated salt in the soil profile. In
addition saline groundwater levels can rise to the soil surface
or the root zone during wet weather and flooding of soils.
While salt levels in floodwaters are low, as the soil dries, the
salts remaining from the groundwater can become concentrat-
ed and reach dangerous levels in the crop root zone.
Symptoms of salt-affected soils and plants

White encrustations at the soil surFace
Oily appearance at soil surface
Brown stunted roots
Slow plant growth
New leaves smaller an darker than normal
Dieback of new shoots
Dead and brown marsins of older leaves
Low yields of fruit

To determine the salt levels in the water table, water can be
sampled directly by:

Installing test wells and direct sampling of the water
Sampling water from drains
Using extraction tubes to extract water from the soils.

The salt concentration can then be determined by measuring
the electrical conductivity (EC) of salt in solution with a sa-
linity meter. In irrigation or bore water the salt concentration
can be measured directly. In soil the salt is extracted by dis-
solving in distilled water (1:5 soil:water saturated extract)
and then measured to establish the salt levels in the soil.
The figure for comparing salt levels is often expressed in
deciSiemerVmetre (dS/m). To convert dS/m to parrs per mil-
lion of total dissolved solids (TDS) in water (ppm or mg/L)
multiply by 640 e.g. 1.5 dS/m : 960 ppm.

Plant growth and salinity
Depressed growth of plants under saline conditions is thought
to be mainly caused by the salt raising the osmotic potential
of the soil solution i.e. the salt is making it harder for the
plant root to take up water. In saline soils, growth is sup-
pressed more when plants are stressed under arid, low humid-
ity conditions compared with a wet, humid environment.

Plant growth, sodicity and soil structure
Sodic soils limit plant growth indirectly by degrading soil
structure. The chloride component present in saline soils can

be leached out of the root zone of plants by inigation and
rainfall. However, the sodium component can be left behind
firmly attached to clay particles. Sodic soils tend to disperse
easily, swell when wet, slump and then set hard and crack
when dry. Affected soils have poor infiltration and drainage
resulting in waterlogging, increased run-off, poor water stor-
age and surface crusting. Sodicity restricts plant growth by
limiting the movement of oxygen, water and nutrients to the
plant roots Upon drying sodic soils shrink and become hard
limiting root growth. tvVhen the soil is cultivated hard clods
form making it difficult to produce a fine tilth for a seedbed.

Flooding of paddocks and the risk of transient salinity
Rising groundwater levels, as a result of flooding or rain may
carry salt into the topsoil and the root zone of tomato crops.
In a process termed "transient salting", even low levels of salt
in surface layers which initially have a minimal effect on
plant growth but can become concentrated and toxic to plants
as thc soil dries following waterlogging. Soil tests may not
identifl the problem as the raised salt level passes quickly but
the symptoms may be seen afterwards in the bushes and con-
firmed in leaf tests.

Management of flood-affected soils
Soils that have been saturated for an extended period tend to
slake, disperse, slump and become anaerobic. V/hen dry they
become hard with poor structure for plant growth. Tradition-
ally, cultivation is used to break up and loosen the soil into a
tilth suitable for shaping into beds and creating a seed or root
bed. However to restore the structure it is not simply frag-
menting the soil into smaller particles i.e. "breaking bricks
into smaller bricks". After flooding, there is loss of pore
space as the soil particles are packed closer together. Soil
aggregates produced by cultivation are often unstable as well
as hard clods that are difficult to break down may also ap-
pear,

To avoid a cloddy seedbed the soil is best cultivated at the
Lower Plastic Limit (LPL) that is described as the moisture
content of the soil when it is most friable. The LPL can be
determined by rolling the soil into a thin rod on a hard
smooth surface e.g. glass. If the soiljust breaks up when
rolled to a 3mm diameter rod the moisture content is at the
LPL. If it cannot be rolled to that thickness it is too dry and if
thinner it is too wet. Cultivation to create the correct tilth is a
temporary solution as the structure created can collapse under
wetting.

After the soil is cultivated and formed into a bed it should be
sown to a cover crop to stabilise the structure. The crop roots
will help avoid slaking by adding organic matter and creating
pores in the soil. Gypsum should be spread on the soil surface
to reduce dispersion ofthe soil. Irrigating the soil by slow
wetting will minimise collapse ofthe soil structure.

(Continued on page 3)
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(Continuedfrom page 2)

The role of calcium in plants and ¡n sal¡ne-sodic soils
Calcium has an essential role in the physiology of the plant
and in the maintenance of productivity in soils. Calcium in
plants provides an avoidance mechanism in the plant cells
to limit the toxic effects of sodium and heavy metals plus it
acts to enhance the uptake of nutrients. Calcium added to
the soil restricts sodium adsorption by soil particles and
avoids the degradation ofsoil structure. One ofthe cheapest
and most readily available sources of calcium is gypsum or
calcium sulphate (CaSOa.2H2O). Gypsum added to the soil
or dissolved in the irrigation water will displace and restrict
the attachment of sodium to soil particles. Gypsum is mod-

more soluble than agricultural lime.
A dispersion tcst should be carried out prior to application
of gypsum to determine the requirements. lt is also advisa-
ble to carry out a soil test and monitor crops with teaf/
petiole analysis to determine fertilizer needs.
To avoid the damaging effects of high levels of salt in soil
or water:

Apply gypsum to the soil or. inigation water (amount
determined by a test).

Monitor soil salinity
Do not allow the soil to dry out excessively.

Testing for Slaking and Dispersion
There is a relatively simple test for slaking and dispersion to
assess whether the application of organic matter (to address
slaking) or gypsum (to address dispersion) is needed.

Method
. Put a handful of soil from each Iayer into a shallow,

open container e.g. a dinner plate. Try not to disturb the
soil too much when handling it.. Put the sample in a warm room and leave it to dry for
several days.

. Select from each sample three aggregates or fragments
around the size ofa pea.

. Place them equally spaced apart,in a shallow container
e.g. a teacup saucer, filled with rain or distilled water.. Watch the aggregates carefully drying the first few
minutes and note whether they float to the surface or
sink, and the rate at which the small parlicles break
away from the larger one. After 2 hours record whether
slaking (complete breakdown of particles) was com-
plete, partial or did not occur.

. Leave the dish untouched for 20 hours and then assess
the dispersion. A "cloudy" or "milky" halo around the
slaked fragments of the aggregates indicates partial dis-
persion, while the base of the container being complete-
ly, covered indicates complete dispersion.. If no dispersion occurred, take a small amount of soit,
remove any gravel, stones and plant fragments and
moisten with rain of distilled water while kneading into
a ball 40mm in diameter. Add smatl amounts of water
as necessary until the soil just begins to stick in the
hand.

. Break the ball open and remove some soil to make three
pea-size balls and place in the saucer as above.

. Watch and record results to check whether slaking or
dispersion will occur after excessive cultivation.

Further References
Further information on sodic soils and managing them is
available from Victorian Resources Online athttpill
rvww.dpi.vic.qov.au/dpi/vro/vrosite,nsf/paees/sodic soils.

Tomato Tweets

Danielle Nierenberg: The Nutritional and Economic Poten-
tial of Vegetables http://h uff.to/fu 12Tz

New issue of Illinois Fruit and Vegetable News: htto://

-veqetable-n ews. htm l?spreËtw

Field-grown vegetables not only casualty of Mexico freeze 
I

The Packer I http://bit.ly/hvdPLk

From lrttp ://t w itter.conl/aofpfood : Heinz to use plant-based
bottle. http://ow, lyl42 l-lvt

From http://twitter.com/nprnews: Hair On Tomato Seeds!
And Other Science Visual izations I http ://wrvw. npr.or.g/
blogsl pictureshow /20 | I I 02/ 22/'l 33 868260 / sciviz?
sc:tw&cc:share

Research on extending tomato shelf life / USDA Agricultur-
al Research Service http ://rvww.ars. usd a. gov/i s/
prl201l/ll02l6.htnr

From http://fwitter.com/TraceyBaute: New Blog Entry -
The Next Major Threat: Brown Marmorated Stink Bug
From http://twitter'.conr/USDA ERS: Vegetables & Melons
Outlook: Cold Weather Haunts Fresh Vegetable Prices
(PDF). http://b it. lyliss4De
Latest posts from Mich State Veg Team: heirloom toma-
toes, high tunnels http ://wr.vw. ipmnews,msu.ed L¡/vesetable/
vegetable.aspx

Interested in soil ecology? Head for Kelowna in May http://
web.me.com/soi leco logf
S ESi20 I [ _Meetine at_UBC_Okanagan.html

Severe Mexican vegetable shortages expected into March 
I

The Packer I http://bit.lv/hw2FfB
Update on finding the brown marmorated stink bug in MI >
MS U Vegetable Team newsletter httn ://bit. I v/gB nXZ W
From http ://trvitter.corn/FoodA gEnvN ews : In Oh io, 2 small
-farm conferences set for March: 58+ ways to be more prof-
itable, sustainable: http://bit. lylqi SoVm
Video from Cornell U's farmer roundtable on reduced till-
age in vegetables at http://bit.lylh95jGX
Tangerine Tomatoes Top Reds in Lycopene Study in latest
USDA-ARS Ag Research Mag http://www.ars.usda.eov/is/
AR/archive/feb1l/

Using Cenetics To Build a Better Tomato in latest USDA-
ARS Ag Research Magazine h ttp://wwlv.ars. usda, eov/is/
AR/archive/febl l/
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Long Term Rainfall Records From Echuca
Echuca Rainfall - Spring Total*J
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ö

&
UPCOMING EVENTS

APTG Annual Meeting
The Wine Tavern, Rochester

2:30 pm Friday 8th April, 2011
Followed by a meeting with gro\¡/ers and processors (4:30pm)

And a light dinner and drinks (6:30pm)
A[growerfãñd@-

RSVP's to Murray Lanyon 0419 875 130

Irrigation Australia (IAL) 2011 Conference
2l-23'd August 2011

Launceston, Tasmania
More info www. irrigation.org.au

XII International Symposium on the Processing Tomato &
X World Congress on Processing Tomato

"New ídeas, challenges ønd solutíons"
Dates: June 10-12'n,2012, Beijing (China)
Venue: Grand Hyatt hotel Beijing (China)

Preliminary Scientilic Topics

. Tomato Plant Breeding, Crop Management and Protection. Tomato Processing and Technology
' Tomato and Health - Consumer Trends

&
ö

Tomato and Health
A number of YouTube videos are now available to assist in
promoting processed tomatoes.

Tomato Wellness - John Erdman. phD
http ://www.youtube. com/watch?
v==qvEDq SB ssxY&feature:player_embedd ed

Tomato Wellness - Snacks
http ://www.yo utube.com/watch?v=TW-
3LKl g 8UA&feature:rel ated

Tomato Wellness - Eqq Satad
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=nOrTNbjj V i g&feature:related

Tomato Wellness - Tomato. Sausaqe and Bean
Stew

http ://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=l PFEeeLoslA&feature:re lated

Tomato Wellness - David Heber. MD PhD
http ://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=lQWgaWgxDkg&NR:l

Tomato Wellness - Pennv Kris-Etherton PhD.
RD
http ://www.youtube.com/watch?
v:lQ\Mga'WgxDkg&NR:l

Dominos Tomato Farm Advert
http ://www.youtube.com/watch?v==t23 s gF4B l7 c
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Brad Stitrtrardns NfuffreXd Advenúures
I'm always amazed by overseas travel, not that I like to
be stuck on a plane in cattle class for more than ten
hours mind you. My flight from Brisbane to Dubai via
Singapore was well over my ten hour limit but it really
is amazing to step off the plane into a new country.
The sights, sounds and sometimes smells can be so
different you realise all the reading or preconceived
ideas you may have had are swept away in no time at

It was with some trepidation that I took this trip to the
Middle East. I \ryas unsure of the reception a western
man might receive in the Middle East, although, look-
ing back I'm not sure why I had those fears. The peo-
ple of Dubai were very welcoming.

Dubai is a modern city full of beautiflrlly designed
buildings. The pace at which Dubai has developed in
the last decade is amazing. Up until 2009 25%;o of the
worlds supply of cranes resided in Dubai, although the
locals say things have slowed down with the down
turn in the economy. However, most buildings still
sported a crane or tvio. Narrow streets and ally ways
lead to spices and perfumes, jewellery and gems; the
home of the Souk - the traditional market place.

A walk through the Souks of Dubai was a lot of fun if
you were prepared to stop and talk to everyone who
asked you to buy what they were selling. As a bald
white guy I stood out like the proverbial.....so received
my fair share of attention. I learnt that for most of the
traders here it's a game of sorts, a true form of negotia-
tion and trade. I was not good at it and they may have
a laugh at my expense after I left but good humour
went a long way. A lot of the time they wanted to
know who I was and where I came from, in retum I
asked how business had been and how was trade to-
night, with all that done I was free to go. I was told by
one local Arab it is tradition in a meeting to ask "how
is every one there" meaning your family and home-
land. It's a reflection on their culture and attitude in
negotiations and the importance of relationships.

All this sight seeing wasn't why I was there I was
looking for some answers to using saline water as a
viable alternative to fresh water. The Intemational
Centre for Biosaline Research (ICBA) in Dubai was
the place I'd intended to visit right from day one. V/ith
support from the Islamic Development Bank and the
United Arab Emirates (UAE) govemment,ICBA did
indeed lived up to my expectations. I met Dr Rao who
is a Plants Genetics Scientist, He has been workins on

- 
all

plant and variety selection for salt tolerance at ICBA
for 4 years. I was very excited when we walked into
one of ICBA's trial sheds to be greeted by a large to-
mato salinity trial. Salinity trials for vegetables isn't
that common as many people believe vegetables can-
not be grown with saline water. This isn't the case as

Dr Rao had his trial going with water as high as

20dsm (half seawater) with some good potential. Alt-
hough the1omatoqs are nouhe only veget
plans to trial, it stood out to me that, for a vegetable
that is classed as a moderately tolerant species, the
tomato has shown the potential for very high levels of
salt tolerance. There is plenty ofgenetic variation out
there without modification, coming up with open pol-
linated varieties that can withstand some very salty
water and soil conditions. When I told the researchers
there that I was using water that was 4.2dsm they
simply smiled and told me anything under 4dsm is
considered fresh water here. Talk about bringing a
bloke back to eafth, it really brings home the fact that
most untreated water in the area was highly saline and
dealing with it is an every day thing.

I also spent several days at ICBA learning about the
wide variety of crops that can be grown with saline
water. Some are already available in Australia. Triti-
cale was one such plant. I saw lots of varieties being
trialled, all of which looked very good and showed no
signs of salt damage even after 15 dsm water was ap-
plied to them. I was told that Cracker Jack (a Heritage
Seeds line from Australia) was doing well. There was
a very large sorghum trial there. Starting out as a mini
core of 35,000 accessions it has been whittled down
to 40 and these will be evaluated for their tolerance as

well as other agronomic traits.

For more information visit :

http://bra dstillard.blogspot.com/

VicRoads Farmer page
http ://wwrry.v icroads.vic. gov.aulHom e/
More infoandservices/Heav]¡Veh ic les/
FannerAndAgri cu ltura llnform ation.htm
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Weather Forecasts
(faken from "The BreaK' Newsletter March 2011, Vic DPI)

Summary: Tropical Pacifi c Ocean warms (16th March)
wrt w.brtnt.gov.a u/cl ilrrutc/enso/
The La Niña event in the Pacifi c Ocean has continued to
weaken over the past two weeks as Pacifi c Ocean tempera-
tures along the equator have warmed. All available climate
models suggest furlher weakening of the La Nlña is likely
through the southem hemisphere autumn, with a return to
neutral conditions likely by winter 201 I .

Current observations of warming in the Pacifìc Ocean are
consistent with the life cycle of past La Niña events. In some
contrast to the weakening in the ocean, atmospheric indica-
tors of the La Niña, including trade winds, cloudiness and

5Ql: 5oi-ri ijr.i r1 i ).,c'ill,:t iar I iitrJc.>l
i t tl ¡ 

t./114¡yir9y I l c, ¡ ¡ ¡ g,1,,,.¡¡ i r.¿r..,1 ¡ r r !,ì ! {1r,', ì i {11.

'it)i lr. f i r,,rir 1,,r.,,,r r¡. ¡ lii¡",, .t rr't. i ¡ .irr,¿¡.',¡¡ l,,l riti
rttì{ | [J.il !'ití ¡

The 5()l llas beerr cotì5¡steììtly ¡rc;:itive sirrce July
irrclicatinq th.r( tÌle W.rlker Circu¡l.rtiorr (wind patterns
over tlre eqLrator region of the Paclific Ocean) is
enlranctd. -fhis 

is irrdicative c.¡f La Nírra corrditions,

\! l: 5c,.r \|i't.ìrr,r lrf ¡_lì: 'a'tal r ii{_i i\t.i(,rlyì,ìlìÊs
flttf::/lW\,v'¡-/.o!(lflil-ttturì.ì,a}ûv.¡ntj./,>cia:.¡¡, \5!/¡it'¡,,ritaly.ftlrnl
SSTs in the central Pacific lrave rc.cently warmecl to
neu¡tral corrditions. l-tre Co¡.al Sea has warmecl after
Cyclone Yasi stirred ít lr¡;. The Tirnor Se.r is <ooler,
where tlre lrrdi:rn Ocean off Carnarvorr rel¡ains
warmer.

the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) remain consistent with
a well developed La Niña event. These atmospheric indica-
tors are expected to return to neutral over the coming
months.

During La Niña events, tropical cyclone numbers are typi-
cally higher than normal during the November to April peri-
od, with February and March the peak. The influence of La

on Australian rainfülland temperature typically peaks
during winter to mid-summer, and then weakens during the
following autumn. The influence of the Indian Ocean Di-
pole (IOD) on Australian rainfall is limited during the
months from December through to April.

Ð 0¡f hvIE Sr
tx. : ìì '], '*. .:.]

.-:1ì41¡-

li t r f'l :, t-t t- l'i; r- t 5 r,',t I i,'t I ì I -r ii i . i ill re Ì,

,¡'.,r,1'..rf1¡¡1¡¡(;r)1.r titr'ii.,.lrìr -it,¡!ìltt,/¡:¡ ìnt!:jit. l);j.? tlr.tl\lÌlr.l

Tlre s ltl>-srrr'fa<.e Pa ci fr c Ocea rr eq r-ra toria I tem peratu re
arronraly corrtirrr-¡es to rern.¡in coolc.r th.ln average at
clepth but is o¡r a neutralisirrE¡ warrning trend. Sonre
heat was lost durinq Febrrrary and this is continrrirrg
in Marclr.

i..NSO Iorc-:c.¿,st. 5¡ir>cir:i: f,[JAMA
ulv,/vv-bc¡ ì t ü ov .i\ / / r-l l ì !.r r t'l ¡ l ì r: ; r l¡l:J'l l r.i -.;u n t rl t ¿ r y.sl ltr'¡t i

The POAMA rrrodel i¡r the NINO 3.4 regiorr predicts
ocean temperatures to slowly rise into neutraJ levels
for most of tlre growir-rg sÈa5Ðrì, br,rt tendir-tç close to
the El Nin<¡ threshold irr Sprirrç¡.
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